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ABSTRACT
Using the high-resolution observations obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope, we analyzed
the blue straggler stars (BSSs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud cluster NGC 2213. We found
that the radial distribution of BSSs is consistent with that of the normal giant stars in NGC
2213, showing no evidence of mass segregation. However, an analytic calculation carried out
for these BSSs shows that they are already dynamically old, because the estimated half-mass
relaxation time for these BSSs is significantly shorter than the isochronal age of the cluster.
We also performed direct N -body simulations for a NGC 2213-like cluster to understand
the dynamical processes that lead to this none-segregated radial distribution of BSSs. Our
numerical simulation shows that the presence of black hole subsystems inside the cluster
centre can significantly affect the dynamical evolution of BSSs. The combined effects of the
delayed segregation, binary disruption and exchange interactions of BSS progenitor binaries
may result in this none-segregated radial distribution of BSSs in NGC 2213.
Key words: stars: kinematics and dynamics – (stars:) blue stragglers – galaxies: star clusters:
individual: NGC 2213
1 INTRODUCTION
Blue straggler stars (BSSs) are massive main-sequence (MS) stars
which should have evolved off in a star cluster. They were first dis-
covered in the globular cluster (GC)M3 by Sandage (1953), and are
currently observed in all GCs properly studied (e.g., Baldwin et al.
2016). Two main leading scenarios are suggested being responsi-
ble for the BSSs formation: binary mass-transfer up to the coa-
lescence of two components, and direct stellar collisions (McCrea
1964; Zinn & Searle 1976; Hills & Day 1976).
It was claimed that GCs can be grouped into three distinct
families in terms of the radial distribution of BSSs (Ferraro et al.
2012): dynamically old GCs have their BSSs more concentrated
than normal giant stars. As a result, the relative frequency between
the BSSs and normal giant stars monotonically decreases from the
cluster centre towards the periphery. Here dynamically old means
the cluster is at least 5 times older than its half-mass relaxation
time (trh, see Supplementary Information of Ferraro et al. (2012)).
Less evolved GCs with dynamical age between one to five times the
half-mass relaxation timescale have a bimodal distribution in the
BSSs number fraction profile, which contains a peak in the clus-
ter centre, a dip in the intermediate regions and another peak in
the external regions (e.g., Ferraro et al. 1997; Li et al. 2013). GCs
that are still relaxing (younger than one half-mass relaxation time)
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show a completely flat relative frequency profile of BSSs (e.g.,
Dalessandro et al. 2008), that is, their BSSs have a similar spatial
distribution with normal stars.
In addition, Ferraro et al. (2012) found that for GCs with a
bimodal radial distribution of BSSs, the position of the dip in
the radial distribution corresponds well to the dynamical stage
reached by their host clusters, thereby permitting a direct mea-
sure of the cluster dynamical age. This framework was subse-
quently cemented by recent observations (e.g., Dalessandro et al.
2013; Sanna et al. 2014). A recent numerical simulation run by
Miocchi et al. (2015) provided additional support to the observa-
tions. However, it is also found that the bimodal radial distribu-
tion of BSSs is a very unstable feature (Hypki & Giersz 2017).
Lanzoni et al. (2016); Alessandrini et al. (2016) refined this dy-
namical clock by introducing a new parameter A+, which repre-
sents the area enclosed between the cumulative radial distribution
of BSSs and reference samples (usually evolved stars). They found
that this parameter is a better indicator for measuring the dynamical
evolution of globular clusters.
Recently, Alessandrini et al. (2016) have found that the pres-
ence of a black hole (BH) subsystem plays a crucial role in altering
the radial distribution of BSSs in star clusters. They suggested that
the mass segregation of BSSs is significantly delayed by increasing
the retention fraction of BHs inside clusters. The effects of the pres-
ence of BH subsystems on the early evolution of clusters already
have been studied in literatures (e.g. Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1993;
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Kulkarni,Hut & McMillan 1993; Breen & Heggie 2013). Due to
significantly larger masses of BHs compared to other stellar com-
ponents, BHs sink to the central region quickly and form a very
dense system which is too dense not to be influenced by other stars
outside. This subsystem undergoes the collapse in a very short time
and generates large amount of energy to the entire cluster via the
formation of binary and multiple BH systems. The energy gener-
ated from the BH subsystems also disturbs less massive stars like
BSSs to be segregated to the central regions.
Although BSSs in old Galactic GCs (GGCs) are well ex-
plored, only few studies have been done for BSSs in young clus-
ters (e.g., Xin, Deng & Han. 2007) or extragalactic GCs (e.g.,
Li et al. 2013). A key question of interest is whether our un-
derstanding of BSSs in old GGCs also can be applied to these
stellar systems. The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) galaxy
contains lots of clusters with a broad range of ages (e.g.,
McLaughlin & van der Marel 2005; Baumgardt et al. 2013). In ad-
dition, early studies (e.g., Elson, Freeman & Lauer 1989; Elson
1991, 1992; Mackey & Gilmore 2003) have found that there is a
correlation between the core size and the age of young massive
clusters, that the spread of core size increases with the cluster age.
Later, by means of numerical simulations, Mackey et al. (2008)
suggested that this increasing trend is due to the combined effects
of stellar evolution mass-loss and the retention of BHs. If it is the
case that some of young massive clusters in the LMC and the SMC
still retain a significant number of BHs inside, the relaxation pro-
cess of BSSs should be affected by the dynamics of the BH subsys-
tem.
In addition, in young star clusters, the dynamical disruption
of binary systems may be still ongoing (e.g., Li, de Grijs & Deng
2013; Geller et al. 2013). It is also possible that the presence of a
BH subsystem will further complicate the dynamical evolution of
binaries and their products such as BSSs.
In this paper, we studied BSSs in the LMC cluster NGC 2213,
which is an intermediate-age cluster with an isochronal age of∼1.8
Gyr and a total mass of 36,000M⊙ (Baumgardt et al. 2013). We
found that all the BSSs in NGC 2213 are dynamically old in terms
of their relaxation time-scale. However, they do not significantly
more segregated than normal giant stars, which is very different
to BSSs in most dynamically evolved GGCs (e.g., Ferraro et al.
2012). We also performed directN -body simulations to understand
this radial trend of BSSs obtained from the observation. Our numer-
ical simulation shows that the combined effects of dynamical mass
segregation and disruption of binary stars under the influence of a
BH subsystem can produce a none-segregated population of BSSs.
These processes are relatively less important for GGCs.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the
details of observations and data reduction. Section 3 includes our
main results. Section 4 is the physical discussions. We present the
theoretical interpretations based on the numerical simulations in
Section 5. Finally, we summarize our study in Section 6.
2 DATA REDUCTION
2.1 Photometry
Our dataset was observed with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
Ultraviolet and Visible channel of the Wide Field Camera 3
(UVIS/WFC3). The resulting dataset is composed of a combina-
tion of six science images in the F475W and F814W filters with
exposure times of 120 s + 600 s + 720 s and 30 s + 2×700 s, re-
spectively. Another dataset of a surrounding region observed with
the HST Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) Wide Field Chan-
nel (WFC) was used as a reference field. The exposure times are
2×500 s for each band. The program ID for both these two obser-
vations is GO-12257 (PI: L. Girardi).
For UVIS/WFC3 images, we used the WFC3 module based
on the DOLPHOT2.0 package (Dolphin 2011a, 2013) to perform
the point-spread-function (PSF) photometry on the flat-field frames
(named as ‘ flt’) of the scientific images. We first selected all de-
tected objects flagged as ‘good stars’ by the DOLPHOT2.0 proce-
dure. Then we removed all stars marked as ‘centrally saturated’.
We finally adopted a filter employing the sharpness calculated by
the DOLPHOT2.0, which enables us to filter out most sharp de-
tections (e.g., cosmic rays) or extended sources (e.g., background
galaxies). We only selected objects with−0.3 <sharpness< 0.3 in
both frames. The DOLPHOT2.0 package also provides a parameter
called ‘crowding’ for individual detected objects, which measures
how much brighter the star would have been measured had nearby
stars not been fit simultaneously (in units of mag). A high crowd-
ing value usually means that the object is poorly measured. For
example, a detected object with a crowding of 0.1 mag means that
it should be 0.1 mag fainter than the measurement. We also con-
strained all stars with their crowding no larger than 0.5 mag. For
the ACS/WFC observations, we used the corresponding ACS mod-
ule of the DOLPHOT2.0 package to do the PSF photometry. The raw
colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of the NGC 2213 field is messy.
After the same data reduction procedure as introduced above, lots
of ‘junk’ objects are removed and a much cleaner colour-magnitude
diagram (CMD) can be obtained. However, because the BSSs are
very bright. They all have very good photometry quality. We have
confirmed that none of our selected BSSs will be removed followed
by our data reduction process. For the observation of the refer-
ence field, we used the ACS module of the DOLPHOT2.0 package
to perform the same photometry and data reduction process. The
CMDs derived from the UVIS/WFC3 images for the cluster field
and the ACS/WFC images for the reference field, respectively, are
presented in Fig.1.
2.2 Isochrones fitting
Using the PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012), we deter-
mined a best fitting isochronal age of log(t/yr)=9.26 (∼1.8 Gyr)
for the bulk stellar population of NGC 2213. The correspond-
ing best fitting metallicity, distance modulus and extinction are
Z = 0.0061 , (m −M)0=18.50 mag and E(B − V )=0.06 mag,
respectively. These results are close to the parameters derived by
Baumgardt et al. (2013) and de Grijs, Wicker & Bono (2014) (for
the LMC distance modulus). Beyond the main-sequence turnoff
(MSTO) region of the bulk stellar population, there are lots of stars
which are significantly bluer and brighter than the MSTO stars.
These stars are all BSS candidates. We found that these stars are
all located in the region covered by two isochrones with ages of
log(t/yr)=9.08 (1.2 Gyr) and log(t/yr)=8.48 (300 Myr) with the
same metallicity, distance modulus and extinction.
2.3 Determinations of stellar samples
We selected BSSs through the visual inspection by comparing
their colour-magnitude distribution with the adopted two young
isochrones (Fig.1). Stars located in the region covered by these
1 Z⊙ = 0.0152
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isochrones or within the 3σ region bracketing them (calculated by
DOLPHOT2.0) are defined as BSSs (cyan circles in Fig.1). We also
identified sample stars containing most red giant branch (RGB),
red clump (RC), and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. We first
identified the position of the bottom of RGB stars in the CMD.
Stars brighter than this position and located in the 3σ (calculated
by DOLPHOT2.0) region bracketing the isochrone are selected as
sample stars. We confirmed that none of the detected BSS candi-
dates and only a small fraction of RGB candidates (610%) have
been removed after the data reduction. The selected BSSs and gi-
ant stars (RGB, RC & AGB stars) are highlighted by cyan and pink
circles in Fig.1, respectively.
From Fig.1 we show that there are indeed lots of field stars
which may contaminate the region where BSSs are located. We
have detected 71 and 40 total BSS candidates in the cluster re-
gion and the reference field region, respectively. Because the size
of the ACS/WFC field is about 1.55 times the UVIS/WFC3 field
(202′′×202′′ versus 162′′×162′′), that means about 26 stars of that
71 BSS candidates are likely field stars. The number of selected gi-
ant stars is 167 in the cluster region and 32 of them are likely field
stars, statistically.
2.4 Cluster global parameters
For all stars, we transformed their CCD coordinates (X,Y) to
equatorial coordinates (αJ2000,δJ2000) using the xy2rd command
of IRAF/STSDAS task. We then investigated the stellar num-
ber density contour for the observed field. The position where
the stellar number density reaches its maximum value is de-
fined as the cluster centre. The resulting cluster centre coordinates
are αJ2000=06
h10m42.24s and δJ2000=−71◦31′44.76′′ , which are
consistent with Baumgardt et al. (2013). In Fig.2 we present the
spatial distributions of all stars, selected BSSs as well as giant stars
in both the fields of WFC3/UVIS (cluster region) and ACS/WFC
(reference field). The spatial distribution of the selected BSSs
shows an obvious sign of central concentration, which cannot be
explained by a homogeneous distribution of field.
To obtain the brightness profile, we first selected all stars
brighter than F475W=26 mag. Then, different annular rings from
the cluster centre are determined with the intervals of 1 pc. In each
ring, we calculated the total flux contributed from stars (in F475W
band), f(r) =
∑
10(F475W−(m−M)0)/(−2.5). The flux density is
then ρ(r) = f(r)/A(r), corresponding to a surface brightness of
µ(r) = −2.5 log ρ(r)+(m−M)0 whereA(r) is the ring area cal-
culated by Monte-Carlo method. We have also corrected the stellar
flux incompleteness, which tells us how much lights are not de-
tected in a given ring (see next subsection). We found that the flux
completeness level for our selected stars ranges from 95% to 100%.
This high flux completeness is expected because in a stellar system,
bright stars contribute the majority of the flux and most of them are
well detected. The resulting brightness profile is presented in Fig.3.
We used the King model with a constant representing the field
brightness to fit the brightness profile (King 1962)
µ′(r) = k
[
1√
1 + (r/rc)2
− 1√
1 + (rt/rc)2
]
+ b (1)
where rc and rt are the core and tidal radii, b is a constant
which represents the contribution of the background, and k is the
normalization coefficient. Our best fitting core and tidal radii are
rc=1.45±0.02 pc and rt=31.41±3.02 pc, respectively. The entire
Table 1. Derived global parameters for different stellar samples of NGC
2213.
All stars BSSs
log (t/yr) 9.26 8.48–9.08
Z (Z⊙=0.152) 0.006 0.006
E(B − V ) (mag) 0.06 0.06
(m−M)0 (mag) 18.50 18.50
αJ2000 06
h10m42.24s N/A
δJ2000 −71◦31′44.76′′ N/A
rc (pc) 1.45 ± 0.02 N/A
rt (pc) 31.41 ± 3.02 N/A
rhl (pc) 3.59
+0.41
−0.59 N/A
observed field of NGC 2213 is roughly equal to its tidal size2. We
therefore simply can take all stars in the whole UVIS/WFC3 image
as cluster sample stars. The best fitting King profile is shown in
Fig.3 (the black solid line). Our derivation of rc is consistent with
McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005) (1.52 pc). But our derived
rt is slightly smaller than that from McLaughlin & van der Marel
(2005) (41.68 pc). Since the tidal radius is only used to determine
an appropriate reference field, we do not expect this difference as
a major problem because the whole ACS/WFC image for the ref-
erence field is located well beyond 49.87 pc. Based on the derived
brightness profile, we also calculated the half-light radius, which is
rhl = 3.59
+0.41
−0.59
3 pc. We summarize all global parameters in Table
1.
2.5 Stellar completeness map
Deriving reliable radial distributions for different stellar samples
demands us to estimate the their completeness levels. In particular,
different stellar samples that we are interested in include BSSs, gi-
ant stars, all stars and stars brighter than F475W=26 mag. For the
completeness test, we generated a large number of artificial stars
characterized by the same PSF as the real data. We added the ar-
tificial stars to the raw data image and made the detection of them
using the same reduction procedure as for the real stars. We have
generated two different artificial star samples defined by the 300
Myr- and 1.8 Gyr-old isochrones. For the young artificial stellar
samples we only generated stars located in the region of BSSs.
The total number of all artificial stars and young artificial stars are
2,625,600 and 272,000, respectively. We also generated a sample
of artificial giant stars based on the same determination method
that introduced above. The total number of artificial giant stars is
221,200. For all these artificial stellar samples, we divided them
into two equal-size parts; a half of artificial stellar samples were
added into the UVIS/WFC3 image and another half of them were
added into the ACS/WFC image. All artificial stellar samples that
we generated have a Kroupa-like mass function (Kroupa 2001). We
assumed that the spatial distributions of these artificial stars are ho-
mogeneous. To avoid a situation in which the artificial stars would
increase the background and crowding level, we only added 100
artificial stars to the raw image each time and repeated this process
31,188 (26,256+2,720+2,212) times.
To calculate the stellar completeness, we considered artificial
stars that contribute to the sample incompleteness once they meet
any of the criteria below,
2 The radii for all detected stars in the observed cluster region do not ex-
ceed 34 pc.
3 The errorbar is simply the radial interval
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2018)
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Figure 1. Left panel: The CMD of stars in the cluster region of NGC 2213 (UVIS/WFC3 image). Right panel: The CMD of stars in the reference field region
(ACS/WFC image). The selected BSSs (cyan circles) and giant stars (RGB, RC and AGB stars, pink circles) are highlighted. The red line is the isochrone with
an age of log(t/yr)=9.26 (1.8 Gyr). The blue dashed line and blue dash-dotted line are isochrones with ages of log(t/yr)=9.08 (1.2 Gyr) and log(t/yr)=8.48
(300 Myr), respectively.
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Figure 2. Left panel: The spatial distributions of all stars and BSSs (cyan circles). Right panel: The spatial distribution of all stars and giant stars (pink circles).
The red pentagram indicates the cluster centre. The ACS/WFC footprint is located in the top, which represents the reference field. The WFC3/UVIS field is
on the bottom, which contains the cluster.
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Figure 3. The brightness profile as well as the best fitting King model (black solid curve). Three dashed vertical lines from left to right indicate rc, rhl and rt,
respectively. Note there is a gap between logR=1.5 to 1.7, which contains no data point. This is because we only have two separated observational fields (see
Fig.2)
(i) They do not return any photometric result (with a magnitude
of 99.99 in each passband).
(ii) They are not defined as ‘good star’ by DOLPHOT2.0.
(iii) They are defined as ‘centrally saturated’ by DOLPHOT2.0.
(iv) They have a crowding parameter larger than 0.5 mag.
(v) Their sharpness parameter is not in between -0.3 and 0.3.
Actually, this is exactly the data reduction process what we have
performed to real stars. The stellar number completeness is defined
as the number ratio between the stars that contribute the sample
completeness and all input stars. Their light ratio is the stellar flux
completeness, which has been used for correcting the stellar bright-
ness profile (Fig.3).
In Fig.4, we show examples of both the input and output
CMDs for our artificial stellar samples. In Fig.5, we show the stel-
lar number completeness maps for (1) all stars; (2) all stars brighter
than F475W=26 mag; (3) BSSs and (4) giant stars.
As shown in Fig.5, except for the stellar completeness map
for all stars. The completeness level for other stellar samples are all
higher than at least 80%. The low level of completeness for all stars
is expected, because our artificial stellar sample contains a large
number of low-mass stars based on the adopted Kroupa mass func-
tion. Almost all of these low-mass stars are unable to be detected,
therefore contributing the incompleteness (the corresponding mag-
nitudes for the lowest mass of the artificial stars are F475W=33.35
mag and F814W=29.98 mag). The average completeness levels for
the cluster region and the reference field are different. This is be-
cause the observed images for the cluster and the reference field
have different exposure times. The difference in their completeness
will be corrected in our follow up analysis.
3 RESULTS
In Fig.6 we present the number density profiles of BSSs and giant
stars, with stellar completeness corrected. i.e.,
ρ(r) =
N(r)
A(r)c(r)
(2)
where N(r) and c(r) are number of stars and the corresponding
number completeness in the ring centred at radius r, A(r) is the
ring area. Because both the BSSs and giant stars are bright, their av-
erage completeness levels are very high (see Fig.5). The complete-
ness variation at different radius would not dramatically change the
morphology of the number density profiles for the BSSs and gi-
ant stars. The number density profiles for both the BSSs and giant
stars exhibit an apparent peak in the cluster central region, which
again support that these stellar samples are dominated by cluster
members rather than a sample of unique field stars. Their number
densities within the tidal radius are systematically higher than the
field level.
We then explore the number ratio between the BSSs and giant
stars along with radius,
fB/G(r) =
NB(r)
NG(r)
=
NobsB (r)/cB(r)− α(r)NobsB,f /cB,f
NobsG (r)/cG(r)− α(r)NobsG,f /cG,f
(3)
Here NobsB (r), N
obs
G (r) are numbers of observed BSSs and gi-
ant stars at radius r. cB(r) and cG(r) are the corresponding stel-
lar number completeness. NB,f and NG,f are numbers of observed
BSSs and giant stars in the reference field region. cB,f and cG,f
are the corresponding stellar number completeness of the reference
field. α(r)=A(r)/AACS is the area ratio between the ring and the
reference field.
Fig.7 shows that the radial distributions for BSSs and giant
stars are not significantly different. This is reflected by the profile
of their number fraction, which remains unchanged from the cluster
centre to the outer region. This profile can be described by the ratio
between their best fitting King models, i.e.,
f(r) =
K
[
1√
1+(r/Rc)
− 1√
1+(Rt/Rc)
]
K′
[
1√
1+(r/R′
c
)
− 1√
1+(R′
t
/R′
c
)
] (4)
For clarity, we do not directly use this formula to fit the num-
ber fraction profile in Fig.7 (otherwise we will use a six parame-
ter model to fit only seven data points.). Instead, we use the King
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2018)
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Figure 4. Left panel: The input CMD of artificial stars. The young MS branch represents the sample of artificial BSSs. Right panel: The output CMD of
artificial stars based on our selection criteria. We only exhibit a small fraction of our artificial stars (∼20,000) to avoid the overload of image space.
model to fit independently the number density profiles of BSSs and
giant stars (as shown in Fig.6) and then calculate their ratio. The ra-
tio between their best fitting King models also indicates that there
is no significant difference in the radial distribution of BSSs and
giant stars (the red solid line in Fig.7).
To examine whether BSSs are dynamically evolved, we eval-
uated the half-mass relaxation time for BSSs through the formula
introduced by Meylan (1987)
trh = 8.92 × 105M
1/2
tot
m
r
3/2
hm
log (0.4Mtot/m)
yr (5)
whereMtot is the total mass of the cluster, which is ∼36,000M⊙
(see Baumgardt et al. 2013), m and rhm are the typical mass for
stars of interest in units ofM⊙ and the half-mass radius in pc, re-
spectively. Because BSSs do not belong to the bulk population, it is
very difficult to constrain their masses simply through the photome-
try. We estimated the mass range of these BSSs through the adopted
two young isochrones, which is ∼1.35M⊙–3.05M⊙. This corre-
sponds to ∼0.85–1.91 times the mass of MSTO stars. We simply
assumed that the half-mass radius is equal to the half-light radius
for this calculation, i.e., rhm = rhl =3.59 pc. The resulting half-
mass relaxation time for BSSs is∼100–210 Myr. If these BSSs are
products of binary evolution or stellar collisions of the main popu-
lation stars of NGC 2213 with the isochronal age of∼1.8 Gyr, their
dynamical age should be∼9–18trh. Therefore, BSSs in NGC 2213
are expected to be dynamically relaxed.
4 DISCUSSIONS
We first examined whether stellar collisions can efficiently pro-
duce the observed BSSs. We use the formula introduced by
Davies, Piotto & Angeli (2004) to evaluate the expected number of
collisional BSSs formed within last 1 Gyr,
Ncol = 0.03225
f2mmsNcnc,5rcolmBSS
Vrel
(6)
where fmms is the fraction of MS stars in the core which are mas-
sive enough to form a BSS after the collision, fmms = 0.25 is pre-
viously suggested (see e.g., Davies & Benz 1995). Nc is the num-
ber of stars contained in the cluster core region. To obtain the num-
ber of stars in the core region, we calculated the number of stars
with masses between ∼1.0M⊙ and ∼1.6M⊙. The expected num-
ber of stars within this mass range in the core is ∼145 (with stellar
number completeness corrected). We then assumed that these stars
follow a Kroupa mass-function (Kroupa 2001) and then evaluated
the total number of stars by extrapolating this mass-function down
to 0.08M⊙ . The expected number of stars located in the cluster
core is roughly 3,400. nc,5 is the core density of stars in units of
105 pc−3, which is the number ratio between stars contained in
the core and the core volume, yielding nc,5 ∼ 0.003. rcol is the
minimum separation of two colliding stars in units of the solar ra-
dius, R⊙. Assuming the average mass of BSSs is mBSS ∼ 2.2
M⊙. A MS star with this mass would have a radius of r ∼2.1 R⊙
(Demircan & Kahraman 1991). We simply adopted 4 R⊙ for rcol
(about twice the stellar radius). Vrel is the relative incoming veloc-
ity of binaries at infinity, which can be written as,
Vrel =
√
2σ =
√
4GMc
rc
(7)
where σ is the stellar velocity dispersion in the core region.Mc is
the stellar mass of the cluster core, which is∼ 1, 200M⊙ based on
our calculation. The resulting central stellar velocity dispersion for
NGC 2213 is σ ∼2.7 km s−1. Finally we obtained that only ∼0.08
collisional BSSs could form within past 1 Gyr. Note that this num-
ber only represents the number of BSSs formed through collisions
between two single stars. Some high-order stellar interactions, like
binary–single star and binary–binary interactions, may increase the
production rate of collisional BSSs (see e.g., Leigh et al. 2013). As
suggested by Davies, Piotto & Angeli (2004), the realistic value of
collisional rate involving high-order stellar interactions should be
still of the same order. Since there are at least 45 (71−26) BSSs
have been detected in the cluster region of NGC 2213. The only
viable interpretation of the origin of these BSSs is therefore binary
evolution.
However, if these BSSs are directly formed through the evo-
lution of binary stars, they should be all dynamically old with their
dynamical ages at least 10 times greater that their half-mass relax-
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2018)
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Figure 5. The stellar completeness map for all stars (top-left), all stars brighter than F475W=26 mag (top-right), BSSs (bottom-left) and giant stars (bottom-
right)
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Figure 6. Number density profiles of BSSs (top) and giant stars (bottom).
Three vertical dashed lines represent rc, rhl and rt, respectively. The bot-
tom horizontal lines represent the field densities of BSSs and giant stars.
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Figure 7. The profile of number ratio between BSSs and giant stars. The
red solid line represents the ratio between the best fitting King models for
BSSs and giant stars. The vertical dashed line and solid line are rc and rhl,
respectively.
ation timescale as we evaluated in the previous section. According
to the Supplementary Information of Ferraro et al. (2012), a dy-
namically old BSS population should exhibit an obvious central
peak in their number fraction profile unlike BSSs in NGC 2213.
This discrepancy might be due to different dynamical processes be-
tween young and old clusters.
If the observed BSSs in NGC 2213 are not rejuvenated stars
by binary evolution of existing populations stars but actually young
MS stars formed more recently, it is possible that they were ini-
tially less segregated than normal giant stars. Bekki (2017) sug-
gested that during the hierarchical star cluster formation within
fractal giant molecular clouds, younger stars can from using the
AGB ejecta from unbound star clusters and be subsequently ac-
creted to the most massive star cluster which is the progenitor of
a GC. In this case, young generation stars can be less concen-
trated that older generation stars. In addition, minor merger(s) of
star clusters also can result in the less concentrated radial distribu-
tion of younger generation stars (e.g., Hong et al. 2017b). However,
both hierarchical formation and merger scenarios cannot explain
the large age variation of BSSs in NGC 2213. The merger scenario
(e.g., Hong et al. 2017b) needs multiple merger events to reproduce
this age distribution, which is highly unlikely, and the hierarchi-
cal formation scenario only reproduces the age difference less than
∼100 Myr (see also the section 2.6 in Bekki 2017). It is also puz-
zling why the maximum stellar mass for these young stars does not
exceed two times the mass of turnoff stars. Indeed, the mass limit
of these BSSs is a strong evidence which support that they are bi-
nary products. We therefore do not see these scenarios as potential
explanations on the origin of these non-segregated BSSs.
A promising explanation is that the dynamical disruption of
binary systems in NGC 2213 is still ongoing while the disruption
of BSS progenitor binaries is not very important in old clusters (see
e.g., Geller, Hurley & Mathieu 2013). Geller et al. (2013) have cal-
culated the binary segregation in young massive clusters with the
initial binary disruption being considered. They found that within
the first two half-mass relaxation time of a cluster, binaries would
not develop a obvious central peak in their frequency profile. Since
all of our detected BSSs are likely binary products, it is therefore
not strange that the observed BSSs does not show a significant sign
of mass segregation if their progenitor binary systems in the in-
ner regions are preferentially disrupted. In addition, the presence
of a BH system may have strong impact on the radial distributions
of BSSs (Alessandrini et al. 2016; Peuten et al. 2016). BH subsys-
tems would segregate to the cluster centre much more rapidly than
other stellar populations, disturbing these less massive populations
of stars, including BSSs. The numerical modeling illustrating the
effects of internal dynamics on shaping the frequency profiles of
BSSs is following in the next section.
5 THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS
To examine this preliminary idea, we design a numerical simula-
tion to study the radial behaviour of BSSs in a NGC 2213-like stel-
lar system. We used the NBODY6++GPU (Wang et al. 2015), which
is one of the most recent versions of NBODY (Aarseth 2003) di-
rect N -body code taking the advantages of recent developments
of hardware including GPU acceleration. We considered the initial
mass function based on Kroupa (2001) with the mass range from
0.08 to 100 M⊙. These stars with different masses evolve inside
the code based on the stellar evolution recipes (Hurley, Pols & Tout
2000; Hurley, Tout & Pols 2002). The mass fallback mechanism
(Belczynski, Kalogera & Bulik 2002) for BHs which leads to the
retention of significant fraction of BHs was applied. To track the
dynamical evolution of BSS candidates, we also took some frac-
tion of primordial binaries into account.
The initial condition of the simulation was chosen to repro-
duce the observational surface density profile of NGC 2213 at the
age of 1.8 Gyr. We used King (1966) model with the initial con-
centration parameter W0 = 7. The initial number of stars in our
cluster model is 120,000 including 24,000 primordial binaries. The
initial orbital properties of primordial binaries follow the period
and eccentricity distribution based on Kroupa (1995). The initial
total mass is 6.90×104M⊙ and the initial half-mass radius is∼2.4
pc (in 3-dimensional; ∼1.8 pc in projection). We also considered
the strongest tidal effect from nearby galaxies (the Milky Way, the
LMC and the SMC) and the initial tidal radius is 42 pc. After 1.8
Gyr calculations, the cluster mass is about 3.38 ×104M⊙. At this
time, the 3-dimensional half mass radius is ∼6.5 pc including all
stellar components and the tidal radius is ∼31.8 pc. The total num-
ber of BHs formed in this simulation is 232 and 120 of them are
immediately ejected from the cluster due to the natal kick induced
by the supernova explosion. The mass of the most massive BH is
∼18M⊙ (see e.g., Rodriguez et al. 2016, for more details; note that
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Figure 8. Top panel: Surface number density profiles normalized to the cen-
tral values for the simulation model and the observational data. The com-
pleteness is corrected for the number density profile from the observational
data. The error bars for the surface number density profile from the obser-
vation represent the Poissonian error, i.e., δρ =
√
N/A
the mass distribution and the retention fraction of BHs are sensitive
to the metallicity). At 1.8 Gyr, the number of remaining BHs is 56
as BHs escape from the cluster by the dynamical interactions4
Fig. 8 shows the radial profiles of the surface number density
from the simulation and the observation at the current time. To be
consistent with the observations, we obtained the surface number
density profile for the simulation results by only using visible stars
more massive thanm > 0.6M⊙, where the lowest mass is from the
observational cut-off (F475W = 26 mag). The surface number den-
sity profile from the simulation agrees overall with that obtained
from the observation. The discrepancy at the large radii (R > 10
pc) may be due to the incomplete subtraction of field stars of ob-
servational data (see also Fig. 3; the brightness density at the outer
regions is comparable to that of stars in the reference frame outside
the tidal radius.). The core radius defined as the radius where the
surface number density becomes a half of the central surface num-
ber density is ∼2.5 pc. This value is larger than that obtained from
the best fitting of the observed surface brightness profile as shown
in Fig. 3. This is because the mass segregation process induces the
inconsistency between the number and luminosity density profiles.
In this numerical study, we do not consider the actual forma-
tion of BSSs in the simulations because we need much larger frac-
tion of primordial binary to obtain the sufficient number of BSSs
for better statistics, which is very difficult to be dealt with by the
NBODY6++GPU code currently. Instead, we follow the dynamical
evolution of binary stars that can be progenitors of BSSs during bi-
nary stellar evolution. We assumed that the collisional formation of
BSSs in NGC 2213 is negligible as we calculated the BSSs’ for-
mation rates by stellar collisions in the previous section. In addi-
tion, Chatterjee et al. (2013) found that there is a very weak corre-
lation between the cluster encounter rates and the number of BSSs
in GGCs. Therefore the radial distribution of BSSs is more affected
4 There are 8 escaping BH binaries formed dynamically in the cluster
which can be potential gravitational wave sources (see e.g., Banerjee 2017,
2018).
Figure 9. Top panel: Radial profile of the number ratio of BSSs to RGB
stars from the simulation model. The error bars represent the combined
Poissonian error of the numbers of BSSs and RGB stars. Bottom panel: Cu-
mulative number distribution of stars withm > 0.6M⊙ that corresponds to
the observational limit, RGB stars, BSSs and BHs, respectively. Five snap-
shots around T = 1.8 Gyr have been combined for the profiles with better
statistics.
by the dynamical evolution of binaries than the radial variation of
stellar encounter rates.
Top panel of Fig. 9 shows the radial profile of the frequency
of BSSs defined as the ratio of the number of BSSs to the number
of RGB stars in the projected radii bins. As we mentioned above,
we do not count the number of actual BSSs but count the number
of binaries with the sum of the masses of the progenitor MS stars in
binary systems in between 1.7M⊙ and 3.2M⊙, where the MSTO
mass is assumed to be ∼1.6M⊙. Although we estimated the mass
of BSSs roughly down to 1.35M⊙ based on the isochrone fitting,
here we exclude binaries with the mass below 1.7M⊙ because the
number fraction of BSSs among binaries in that mass range is very
small. In order to match the frequency of BSSs from the simula-
tion model with that from the observation, we adopted 10 per cent
of an artificial probability of BSSs among binary stars in the mass
range. Note that this artificial treatment should be done in caution
and needed to be justified by binary stellar evolution models for the
formation of BSSs.We simply assumed that this probability is inde-
pendent on the radial distance from the centre due to the inefficient
formation of BSSs by stellar collisions. Even if the dynamics does
matter, the weak perturbations that shake the orbital properties of
binaries and eventually lead to the formation of BSSs through the
binary mass transfer or binary merger can take place in low den-
sity regions without significant differences in the rates (see also the
Fig. 3 in Hong et al. 2017a). In the top panel of Fig. 9, the radial
profile of the number ratio of BSSs to RGB stars infers that there is
no significant discrepancy in the radial distribution of BSSs com-
pared to that of normal RGB stars as similar to that shown in the
observational data (Fig. 3).
To better illustrate, we show the cumulative number distribu-
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tions of different groups of stars in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. The
cumulative number distribution of BSSs shows an evidence of mass
segregation of BSSs by comparison with the distribution of all ob-
servable stars while the cumulative distribution of BSSs is almost
identical with that of RGB stars as shown in the radial profile of
BSS frequency. On the other hand, the cumulative distribution of
BHs shows that BHs are extremely concentrated to the central re-
gions: the half number radius of BHs is ∼5 times smaller than that
of BSSs or RGB stars and 90 per cent of BHs reside within 1.5 pc.
There could be some dynamical processes responsible for the
none-segregated radial distribution of BSSs in NGC 2213-like clus-
ters. From the equipartition theory, high-mass stars lose the en-
ergy and angular momentum by the dynamical interactions with
low-mass stars and fall to the central regions (Binney & Tremaine
2008). However, if there is a dense BH subsystem located in the in-
nermost region like our simulated cluster, stars in the inner regions
are more likely to interact with BHs due to larger cross sections by
the gravitational focusing. Since the mass difference between BSSs
and RGB stars is relatively small compared the the difference with
masses of BHs, the dynamical evolution of BSSs and RGB stars
such as the mass segregation might not be significantly different
(see also Alessandrini et al. 2016). It is very obvious that BSS pro-
genitor binaries with small binding energy (i.e., soft binaries) are
easily disrupted by the interactions with other stars and binaries
(Heggie & Hut 2003). However, even hard BSS progenitor binaries
can be depleted in the central regions with a BH subsystem. Clas-
sical studies for binary interactions (e.g., Heggie, Hut & McMillan
1996) suggested that one of the binary components is more likely
to be replaced by an encountering star during binary-single inter-
actions when the encountering star is much more massive than the
masses of original binary components. If a BSS progenitor binary
segregated to the centre encounters a BH, this binary might be-
come a BH-MS binary as soon as encountered with a BH. These
combined effects of delayed segregation, binary disruption and bi-
nary exchange events can produce a none-segregated distribution
of BSSs.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the high-precision multi-band HST photometry, we an-
alyzed the BSSs in the LMC cluster NGC 2213. Our main results
and conclusions are summarized below:
* We totally detected 71 stars located in the region of BSSs of
the cluster. We evaluated that about 26 of them are probably field
stars. Therefore most of them are indeed cluster members. In addi-
tion, the overall spatial distribution of BSSs also shows an obvious
pattern of central concentration, indicating that a majority of them
are genuine cluster members.
* Our analytic calculation shows that the BSS formation by stel-
lar collisions does not account for observed number of BSSs. We
suggested that the binary evolution channel is responsible for the
presence of these BSSs.
* The half-mass relaxation times for these BSSs are very short,
which does not exceed ∼210 Myr. These BSSs are expected to be
dynamically relaxed if they are the products of binary evolution.
However, these BSSs are not more segregated than normal giant
stars. The number fraction profile between them does not signifi-
cantly change with radius.
* We performed direct N -body simulations for NGC 2213-like
clusters to understand the origin of the none-segregated distribution
of BSSs. We investigated the dynamical evolution of binaries that
can be the progenitors of BSSs and found that the presence of a
BH subsystem inside star clusters can significantly affect the radial
distribution of BSSs in several ways (delaying the segregation of
BSSs, destroying BSS progenitor binaries and replacing BBS pro-
genitor binaries’ components).
* Li et al. (in preparation) analyzed 11 young and intermediate
age clusters in the LMC and found that individual clusters have dif-
ferent radial distributions of the number fraction of BSSs without
any strong correlation with cluster physical properties (e.g., mass,
core, half-mass radii, etc.). More comprehensive numerical simula-
tions are therefore needed for better understanding if the observed
radial distribution of BSSs is indeed related to the dynamical be-
haviors of the BH subsystem.
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